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David Austin Robb, architect
robb studio inc.
robbstudio.com
Mikal Otten
exquisite kitchen design
myekdesign.com
“A kick-ass kitchen” is how architect David
Robb describes this masculine space in one
of downtown Denver’s Flour Mill lofts. Its
owner, a passionate cook and art collector,
envisioned “modern, highly crafted
materials that would contrast with the
rough, tough character of the structure,”
Robb says. The architect built a 9-inchtall platform for the kitchen, providing a
dramatic stage for the owner’s culinary
feats while accommodating the plumbing
required by the new space’s three separate
work areas: an island for prep work and
casual dining, a separate island with
range and induction cooktop, and a back
counter and cabinets for cleanup and dish
storage (see cover). Mikal Otten of Denverbased Exquisite Kitchen Design oversaw the
fabrication of streamlined custom cabinets
that match the stained white-oak floors and
ceiling. Each lower door and drawer’s top
edge was carefully mitered to the
countertops, creating the illusion of ultrathin
stone and steel slabs. “Because of their
breadth of knowledge and experience,
we felt Otten’s studio was ideally suited to
help us accomplish these complicated and
highly detailed designs,” Robb says.
Chicago-based interior designer Jennie
Bishop and Cadre General Contractors’
skilled artisans helped the architect develop
a variety of applications for industriallooking steel that emphasize the room’s
clean lines: Blued steel frames the quartzitetopped prep island, while a sheet of heavygauge stainless steel caps the cooking
island. A stainless-steel outlet strip accents
a backsplash of white Macaubas quartzite;
above it, perforated blued-steel cabinet
panels sharpen the palette. “We began
with a vision of a space at the art end of
architecture,” Robb says of his detailed
design, “sculpting functional objects as
pieces for the owner’s delight.”
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